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It can leave the place of its reproduction, zMely, the cellp and
can penetrate another cell to reproduce again.

The substances we call nuclein acid today were first isolated by
Friedrich Mosoher while worldng in the first biochemical laboratory
in Tingen Castle in 1871. A culmination point in the effort of mazW
scientists was reached in 1930 with the realization that there are two
different kinds of nuolein acids:

1. -Yeast nuclein acid," first isolated in yeast cells. It
cantains "ribose" sugar, hence its name ribose nuclein acid or ribo-
nuclein acid (PNS) ["S" for the German "Slure" = acid].

2. "flamo nuclein acid," first isolated in thyms cells. It
contains "desmm ribose" sugar, hence its no des'grribo nuclein
acid (DES).

Both nuclein acids have basically the same chemical makeup in a

1:1:1 protion:

a) Sugar (ribose or desoTyribose);

b) Phosphoric acid;

c) Organic bases (adenin, guax-n, cytosin, iracil, tjhymn)*.

A one-of-each caimimtion of these basic parts is called mono-
nufleotid. Their po6yisrization results in polyoucleotids, which
is the chenical designation for nuclein acid.

Contrary to orgA-s, viruses always seem to contain only one
kind of noclein acid, either RNS or DRS. 'Whenever it appears as if
both types of nuolein acids are present in a virus, close ezmdation
will reveal that one of them is an imurity with host cell nuclein
acid (1). After it became possible to purify viruses suffIcienty for
a quantitative chemical analysis the additional remarkable fact was
revealed: All RNS viruses, plant as well as animal pathogenic, although
they very great27 in dimensions and particle weight, seem to contain
the sams absolute amount of RNS. The relative weight pcrtion of RNS
virus particle decreases with increasing weight of the particle (polio
virus - circa 25% RNS, particle weight circa 6 Wd11±ong Influenza
virus - circa 1% FNS, particle weight circa 200-300 -A .1"4on). Thus,
the absolute weight cf the RNS portion of all emnned virus species
containing •1S could be determined and resulted in a constant of a
mass equivalent of circa 2 ml-lion (2).

*Each nuolein acid contains four organic bases. RNS contains adenin,
guanin, cytosin and uracil; DNS the base thyin instead of uracil.
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During the past few years a general uniformity of structure of all
virus spec.es has also become recognizable: the nuclein acid of a
virus, regardless whether DNS or VVI, as a rule is localized in the
center of the particle and surrounded by eovoring substances, protein
in the simplest case, forming a protective layer against outside effects (3).
Thus a principle of construction known from the organisms also applies to
the virusest the nucleus or its equivalent, carrier of the genetic sub-
stance, is more or loss centrally located or at least surrounded by an
independent layer.

Of course, such analogy does not justify the conclusion that the
nuclein acid constitutes the genetic matter of a virus. It is the pur-
pose of this review to reinforce established findings in order to
Justify such conclusion beyond arW doubt. For didactic reasons the
central biological role of virus nuclein acid shall be demonstrated
first by indirect, and they by direct proof; the historical sequence
of azr particular work will be considered only inasmuch as it fits
into the pattern of logical development

A. INDIRECT PROO OF THE BIOLOGICAL ROLE CF V.US NUCLEIN ACIDS

This chapt..r. sunarizes all experiments that give scm indication
of the responsibility of the nuclein acid part of a virus for its in-
fectiousness and for the characteristics of the newly synthesized virus
particles; but this chapter does not include direct experixmnts with
isolated nuclein acid.

1. Experiments With Plant-Pathogenic Virus Species

In 19W8 Markham and colleagues (4) reported that it was possible
to separate cleaned turnip yellow mosaic virus into two componants by
ultra ooftrifugalizing. Ova component sedimented faster, mas infec-
tious •nd consisted of protein and RNS; the other was lightcor, proved
to be pre protein and -was not infectious. However, both components
without doubt were definite virus products; they were identical in
their olectrophoretic mobility and could not be told apart serclogi-
cally. The on•y perceptible chemical and pbysical difference was
therefore the presence or absence of RNS in an otherwise completely
identical virus protein. In consequenoc it was assumed that the
presence of RNS alone could change a noninfectious into an infectious
particle.
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As early as 1940 Schram and MLler (5) determined that the aceti-
fication of free a&ino groups of the protein of tqbacco mosaic virus
did not affect its infectiousness, Later, Harris and Knight (6) were
able to demonstrate that not even splitting off of the remaining
threonin rests from the virus protein inactivated a tobacco mosaic
virus ( ).

The first experimental separations of virus pzrtein from RNS were
conducted by Bawden and Pinre, later by Schramm et al. (7, 8). Mild
alkaline treatment was used by Schram et al. (9) to break down the
virus of TMV into a numer of protein subunits and RNS. When the PH
value was lowered, the protein fragments united again to form rod-
shaped particles; their plysical and serological properties were very
sindlar to the original virus, but they were no longer infectious.
Thic admittedly could have been the result of structural faults in-
curred during reaggregation of the protein, especially since these
particles varied in length and mostly did not again attain the length
of an infectious virus particle. But here again the decisive chemical
difference was that the reaggregated particles did no loqi" -contain
the original RNS.

During the continuation of their work Schram and colleagues (10)
wre able to provide further indications to the effect that the presence
of RNS, and not the intact protein structure, is responsible for the
infectiousnaess of TMV. By a three-hour treatment of TMV at lb.3 PH and
at a temperature of 00 C it was possible to remove only a part of
the protein cover of the virus. The relative RNS hAntion increased
thereby from 6 to 9%, but the sedimentation constant was reduct-d from
180 s to values 80-160 s. And remarkable was that these viruses, partly
stri;ed of their protein cover, were still infectious. Electron-
optical phot;Pgraphs disclosed moreover some details of the TMV struc-
ture: RNS apparently stretches as a kind of inmer thread through the
whole length of the virus particle and is surrounded by protein.

The results of the work described heretofore are once more sum-
mariwed in Table 1.

Table 1

Virus Protain Virus-NS Infectiousness

Amino groups acet*ylsed Normal +
Threonin split off Normal +
Reaggregated Missing -

Normal Missing -

Partially removed Normal +

- -



These indications already permit the conclusion that the RNS por-
tion of the examined viruses greatly affects the infectiousness of the
particles.

2. Experiments With ADimal-Pathogenic Virus Species

Corresponding examidations with human and animal.pathogenic virus
species were more difficult to conduct because it is difficult to pro-
duce sufficient amounts of purified virus for chemical examInations.
Using radioactive-marced virusp Hoyle (1i) employed influenza virus,
and Wecker and Schifer (12) the virus of the classical fowl pest to
demonstrate that a ribonucleoprotein originally arrested in the center
of the particle is freed and penetrates the cell during the infection
of cells. But at least a part of the covering structures, mainly
lipoids, seems to remain at the cell membrane. In a subsequent second
dissection process the virus RNS is separated from its original pro-
tein partner; its free-form existence in the cell interior can then be
proved.

Now cell growing methods, such as growth of suspension cultures,
have lately made possible experiments with polio virus which demonstrate
the decisive role virus RNS plays in the infectiousness of particles.
But since these experiments were started only after the infectiousness
of the: carresponding pure RNS preparation was knownm already, they will
not be further discussed here.

Joklik and colleagues (13, 14) presented in a recently published
series an excellent experimental example of the genetic function of
nuclein acid from animal-pathogenic DNS viruses of the pox group.
Berzy and Dedrick (15) had already established in 1936 that infectious
wxom virus is produced in rabbits when the animals are infected with
a mixture of heat-deactivated v'xoma virus and active fibrosa virus,
Fnner and colleagues (16) reported later that this phenomenon of
reactivation is applicable in general for all viruses of the pox group.
Jolelik and aulleagues (13, 14) then developed the following presenta-
tion:

A pox virus, rabbit pox, for example, can be reactivated by
another virus of the pox group only if inactivation was caused by
charge of its cover proteins while its DNS remins comletely intact.
To be "intact", it now, the pox DNS must contain a certain ortion
of protein, located in the so-called central body (see W. Schifer,
Volume 31 of this series). There is reason to believe that this pro-
tein ho3ds together approxiately 40 molecules, which possibly com-
prise the total DNS mass of a pox virus.
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However, the "reactivating" virus must contain only unchanged
cover proteins, while its DNS may also be chemiLealy changed. The
results of these experiments shall be briefly swanazised in the
following.

Virus A: Inactivated by changing of cover proteins (through
heat.tagg urea). DNS intact = virus can be reactivated.

Virus B: Inactivated by changing of DNS (nitrogen-lost). Cover
proteins intact = reactivating virus.

When A and B together are brought on the chorioallantoismsmbrane
of an invubated chicken egg they will cause the infection of some cells,
which will.now produce active virus. This virus corresponds exclu-
sively to the type A, the donor of the DNS, of the above example. This
proves •onclusively that the DNS of a pox virus is the only carrier
of genstic information of the particle; and, therefore, the DNS alone
detrmines the properties of the newly produced virus.

3. Experiments With Bacteriophages

Considerable knowledge concerning the biological role of virus
nucleii acid has been gained with these DNS-containing virus species.
Possibly the most important findings in this direction were made by
Hershey and Chase (17) in 1952. Widely recognized as valid, this
tnj+y classical experiment could indeed be accepted as direct proof
of the genetic role of virus nuclein acid. It is here categorised as
"iDHreat proof" only because these authors still worked with the con-
ple•te phage particle, not with isolated nuclein acid.

Hershey and Chase marked T2 phages in the DNS portion with radio-
active phosphorus, in the protein portion with radioactive sulphur.
Whe:a such particles were brought to join host cells of Bcoli it be-
c-aime possible to remove again within a short time the S')-containing
virus proteins fr9m the bacteria membranes by vigorous mechanical
"t tme..'o The P- 2 =4-marked phages DNS, on the other hand, had pene-
trated the cells. It was even possible to show that it appeared again
in t: f-irst newly formed bacteriophages. As a consequence it was
asta•bLtshed that only the DNS and a small fraction of the protein
(VArm 4%) of a bacteriophage is required to infect a bacteria cell.
Thvas was pr.ved that the DNS alone contains the entire reproductive
capacdl~ of -bho bac-teriophage.

L. is diffrxilt to estimate what effect these results will have
02 l vqT'Lcus a:rd nuclein acid research. But in arx case, these
• <v",• zit:i,.tu' the fi.rst convincing experimental proof and
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usatification of the old theory that virus nuclein acid plays a central
role in an infection.

Spisizen (18) and Fraser et al, (19) attempted later to infect
cells with phage-DNS alone. And Indeed, so-called protoplasts, pro-
duoed bV means of lysozym from E. coli, were sucessfully infected with
osmotically disintegrated phage preparations. Such so-called "shock-
ates" will infect intact bacteria cells only insofar as they still con-
tain a smell percentage of original phage particles. Converseyp, how-
ever, protoplasts cannot be infected with intact bacteriophages, mine
lack of a complete bacteria membrane prevents absorption by the phages,
"a pre-requisite for the i4ection of the DNS into the host cell during
"a normal infection process. These findings together with those of
Hershey and Chase make it hbghJv probable that the partially free-
existing phage-DNS of the "shockates" penetrates directly the protop-
lasts and infects them. But all attempts to isolate further the DES
of the "shockates" and to infect protoplasts with them have thus far
ended unsuccessfuly. It is conceivable that hers, as with the DNS
of pox viruses, also a certain protein portion is required in order
to tie several DNS molecules, possibly a necessity for an infection,
and to enable them to penetrate the cell together. This protein could
possibly be the 4% which, in Hershey's experiments, penetrated the
cell with the DNS ddu g a normal infection.

Highly convincing as these findings are, for the time being they
cannot be accepted as direct proof for the infectiousness of pure
bhage-NS.

B. DIRECT PROOF OF THE BIOLOGICAL ROLE OF VIRUS-NUCLEIN ACIDS

As direct proof shall be listed those findings, which were arrived
at with biologically active, but isolated and pkqsic-chevdcally defined
virua-molein acids. First shall be described the most important tech-
niques of obtaining biologically active virus-nuclein acid. Since this
will mean =inV RNS, the methods described in the following are for
obtaining this kind of nuolein acid.

1. Techniques For The Extraction O RNS.'.

a) 1i.Ln .

The best and at the present probably most widespread technique
for isolating high-molecular RNS is the so-called "phenol method",
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introduced by Morgan and Partridge (20) and first used on TMV by
Schuster and colleagues (21).

A virus suspension in 0.02 molar phosphate buffer, p 7.2-7.3,
and an equal volume of water-saturated (80%) phenol is vigoouSr3y
shaken for 8 minutes at +40 C. The watery and the phenol phase cen
easily be separated again through centrifug&aliing. The watery phatie
is twice more subjected to the same treatment with phenol. The dis-
solved phenol still remaining in the watery phase is extracted by
means of ether, the ether then expelled by nitrogen flow. The re-
sulting product contains nearly all RNS of the original virus prepara-
tion, but no evidence of protein. The principle of this method is the
preparation of a very fine phenol emulsion in water, with a large total
surface of both phases. The denaturated protein dissolves better in
phenol than in water, and the RKS better in water than in phenol,
which makes possible a complete separation.

b) Ulth Dodevrsulphate.

A second, successfully applied technique is the treatment of virus
suspensions with a 1% sodium-dodecylsulphate solution (NSD) [e"N" for
the German "Natrium" - sodium]. This first separates proteins and RNS
(22). The. protein can then be removed through precipitation with
ammoniumsulphate (23, 24).

c) •t~h Coo-•n Salt.,

A third, less used method is heat denaturation and precipitation
of the protein in 0.1 molar cooking salt solution according to Cohen
and &anley (25).

All listed methods have been explained with various variations and
izprovment, but the principle has not been changed.

The phenol method seems to be the best at the present because of
its simp.LitrU.tr and the completeness with which it separates proteins
from RS wVl.e affardJ.mg these macramolecules imudm protection from
*mage.

2. Examples Of Infectious Virus-Nuclein Acid

The folihing reirults were derived during the isolation of
infetVxms vzas-nuc.eln acids.



But the examples given in this discourse by far do not include
all virus species in which infectious virus-nuclein acids could be
isolated. The presentation is limited to such findings as are gen-
orally important or at least characteristic for one group of virus
species. A more colete listing will be found in a subsequent
tabulated suiunxy (see Chapter H).

a) Plant-Pathomenic Virus Species, Tobacco Mosaic Virus (TUMV).

It is not only because of historical fidelity that the experiments
with this virus are treated in first place. In addition to being the
first direct proof for the infectiousness of isolated virus RNS, the
order of argumentation of these experiments set also the pattern for
all later work with other virus species.

For the sake of a logical presentation the reconstitution experi-
ments by Fraenkel-Conrat and Williaus (26) will be treated first.
These authors dissociated protein and RNS of the virus through mild
alkaline treatment by the method of Schramm (9). Non-degraded virus
was cast off in an ultracentrifuge. From the remainder the virus
protein was precipitated b -means of amuoniumsulphate and twice mwe
subjected to the same process for further purification. The resulting
product was then that fraction of the virus proteins which was used

vin the rubsequent experimnts. The virus RNS was obtained by the NDS
method. Here again the product was further purified by precipitation
and reprecipitation with alcohol and then termed as fraction of the
virus RNS.

When separated both fractions were not infectious up to the
tested =xVu density of 1,800 X/ml RNS or 52 V/ml protein. But
when 1% solutions of both fractions were mixed in a proportion of
one part RNS to ten parts protein and then incubated for 24 hours at
+30 C, infectious nucleoproteins formed while the A was 6.0-7.0. The
infectiousness of 10-100 V/ml of such reconstituted virus preparations
was equal to that of 0.1 )//ml of the original TMV. The electron-
microscope disclosed such products to contain small rods identical in
length and shape with MV, but also such of lesser length. The rela-
tive RNS content of the reconstituted nucleoprateins of 5-6% cr res-
ponded with that of the virus.

These first experiments were shortly thereafter substantiated by
findings of others (27, 28). But interesting as they were, for the
time being they only permitted the assumption that both virus RNS as
well as virus protein are needed for infectiousness.
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Fraenlcel-Conrat, however, established clear•y by additional ex-
periments the central role of the RNS as the sole carrier of genetic
func(.--on (241, 29).

The protein and RNS fractions of differing TMV strains were
isolated as described above and in various combinations reconstituted
as mcleoproteins. In serological tests such mixed products showed
that their antigenity always and exclusively corresponds with the one
of the TKV strain that had supplied the protein fraction. But the
decisive result of these experiments was that when such mixed nucleo-
p-otins were examined as to infectiousness, the symptoms on the host
plant were the same an those caused by the "donor strain" of the RNS.
Furahermore, the virus proger' isolated from plants thusly infected
was now also serologicafly and altogether in every other respect
identical with the strain from which the RNS is the mixed reconstitu-
tion products derived.

The conclusion seems compelling that the virus RNS is therefore
the sole carrier of the genetical information of the whole virus. But
concerning the most outstanding property of a virus, namely its infec-
tiousness, the exeriments were still based on guesses. Some of the
RNS fractions w,--.-d in the reconstitution experiments,,. when placed on
the host plant in strong concentrations, had there occasionally caused
typical lesions. Since it was improbable that the RNS fraction was
contaminated bV a remainder of intact TKV it was assumed, that the
isolated RNS by itself also may have infectious properties. The first
c=rncing proof of this, however, was submitted around the same time
by others.

It is, historically speaking, a rather happV coincidence that
these probably most important findings about the biological role of
nuclei:: acids were made at the same location where 85 years before a
first description was given of this class of organisms: in Tuebingen.

In 1956 Cklerer and Schramm (30, 31) presented in two works their
experiments with RNS which was isolated from 7W by the phenol method
&s desaribed above. When such ENS preparations were applied immediately
afta: thetr extraction on host plants of nicotiana glutinosa, they
Mus,,: am tham typical THV lesions. The quantitative proportions are
sto2 izad in Table 2.

The ENS preparation thus had circa 2% of the infectiousness of an
equ amouzt (in weight) of TMV, By detailed controls it was proved
tha -this relatively low infectiousness was not the result of remaining
imarites of intact TW. These controls were so thorough and complete
'23hat they became standard for all subsequent similar work.
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Table 2

RTMV____

Number of Number of Activit Relation
P Lesions //ml Lesions

6,1 10 153 0,09 95 1,7
6,1 10 109 0,8 445 1,2
7,3 1 524 0,05 795 2,5
7,3 10 815 0,27 1048 1,8
7,5 10 998 0,27 685 4,2

According to A. Cierer and G. Schramm: To Natural Science Re-
search. 3ib, 138 (1956)

(1) Chemical tests disclosed no trace of protein in the infec-
tious RNS preparations. The provable limits for this were at 0,4%.
The colement binding test, due to its greater sensitivit, revealed
that if aMW at all, less than 0.02% of native virus protein ws con-
tained in the RNS preparations.

(2) Although TIV antibodies completely neutralized intact TMV,
in an equal concentration they practical.y did not influence an RNS
preparation of comparable infectiousness.

(3) Small concentrations of ribonuclease (0.1-0.01 )Iml) still
completely elimLnated within minutes the infectiousness of RMS prepara-
tions, while TMV remuined resistant against .rine concentrations
thousandfold higher.

Although the listed controls seem to indicate fully that the
infectious principle her. debated indeed involves free NSP, they can
not yet be taken as definite proof. Particularly in the case of TMV
it is quite possible that large parts of the protein cover are removed,
as has been explained earlier by Schramn and colleagues (9). Such
particles are also RNase-sensitive (32). It is alavo quite conceivable
that chemical and serological methods for proving presence of protein
will not fu register when only very small amounts of it reain in
the virus RNS. And indeed, it has been questioned at times whether the
virus RNS as such can really have infectious properties. The serologi-
cal tests, however, bear out that each infectious RNS molecule can have
only a -3dmum of 30 amlno-acids, while a TMV protein subunit consists
of 157 amino-acids (see also later). Bat WMerer and Schramm followed
up with, additional ontrols.
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Table 3

Inf 'ectiousness*

RNS TMV

Control 998 685
With Ribonuclease 0 514
RemaLinder after ultracentifuge 242 3
Control normal serum 240 157
With Antiserum 195 0
Control 541 331
48 hours, 200 C 2 130
Sedimentation constant 31s6 150100
Molecular weight 2 X 40 X 10

*The infectiousness is expressed as total number of lesion that
were produced on the plazt. [According to A. Moerer and G. Schram:
Z. Naturforsch. l1b 138 (1956); 13b, 1485 (1958)]

(4) The sedimentation constants of TMV, with 180s, and of the
infet-iAous principle in the RNS preparations, with circa 31s, very
greatly. When TMV and RES were oentrifugalised under the condition
that particles with a sedimentation constant smaller than 70 were
left in the remainder, the infectiousness of the rMS remainder was
lowered only very little, while the infectiousness of the TMV re-
mi"znder disappeared almost completely.

(5) Another difference between T(V and R1M was the relatively
great lability of the latter. Diluted RNS solutions lost their in-
fectiousness nearly ccqpletely when they were kept for 48 hours at
200 C. Under the same conditions TMy was practical3l stable.

On the basis of these results the authors concluded, that within
the ltrdts of prcbbility t' i free R1S molecules of TMV constituted
IzndR~d the infectious principle in their phenol extracts.

By increased definition of the sedimentation constant and by using
the viscosity number as a second, independent parameter Mlerer deter-
ndned the molecular weight of the infectious RNS. It showed to be
2 X 10' and equals thus the total mass of RMS in a virus particle (33,
34). The major result of these exaidnations was therefore that each
virus particle contains only one molecule of RNS. The congruence of
moie-9lar weight of the infectious RNS with the total mass of RNS in
a V-s particle furthermore represents a finding which by itself -

Ir'vt", t;han ar~thing else - may be taken as proof, that the free virus
RMS constitutes indeed the infectious principle of such preparations.
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But only a sumarization of these findings will underscore this
assertion; they will once again appear in tabulated form.,

b) AnYiadIf.Nh2~ L MC VrusSr1eip

aa) Cal,-.a SK (a.mI, ,]gL3LJafa. Shortly after Gierer and
Sohramm published their works, Colter and colleagues (35) succeeded in
producing the first Infectious RNS preparations from an arzimal-pathogenic
virus, the mango virus, by means of the phenol method. But in this case
the RNS was isolated from virus-infected cells, not from purified virus.
Ehrlich-Ascites tumor cells were after 7-day's growth in albino nice
infected with the virus through intraperitoneal injection and were ready
after another 60-68 hours. After repeated washing, the cells were
quick-frozen and ground to a fine powder in a mortar. The powder was
then homogerlzed with citrate-buffered cooking salt solution in a Waring
blendor. The remainder of the 10% suspension served as base material
for the phenol extraction, which was conducted according to Gierer and
Scraeni- three cycles at circa +40 C.

It was possible to prove the infectiousness of the resulting
mnclein acid fractions by intraoerebral injection in nice; it was
circa 0.1% of the infectiousness of the original hcmogenate remainder.

In order to prove that infectiousness was not caused by rest
virus the authors performed substantially the same controls as de-
scribed in the preceeding chapter: biuretreaction indicated that
protein was not present. Paper-chromatographical examination of the
alkaline bydrolyzed RNS also revealed no presence of amino acids in
the preparatiouw.

The infectiousness of the RNS fractions van sensitive to RNase,
the virus was resistant. Six hours of incubation at 370 C destroyed
the biological activit of the RN, but not the one of the virus.

I Virus and infectious principle of the RNS preparations further-
more showed varying sedimentation speeds in the ultra centrifuge. But
no efforts were made to determine this sedimentation constant.

An additional difference between virus and infectious RNS was
that the latter could be precipitated in a 1-molar NaCI solution.
The precipitation occurred after 12-16 hours. The precipitai&s cast
off in the centrifuge were again soluble with the original volume of
physiological cooking salt solution and had also the original infec-
tiousness, while the infectiousness of virus solutions was consider-
-ably lower after the same treatment.

Results of these experiments are shown again in Table 4.
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Table 4. Differences between mango Virus and RNS
fraction gained therefrom

Virus Li) 50 NS LD 5

Control 6,5 2,6
After RNase •6,6 0
6 hours, 370 C 6,4 0
U after Ultracentrifuge 3,5 2,2
Control 7,0 3,3
Precisely 1 M NaCl 3,5 3,5

According to J. S. Colter, H. H. Bird and R. A.
Brown: Nature (London) 179, 859 (1957)

The brains of mice successfully infected with the RNS prepara-
tions contained normal mango virus which could be neutralised with
specific antiserum.

nd r As in most experiments to ex-
tract infectious RNS from animal-pathogenic viruses, in this case, too,
infected tissue, namely mice-ascites tumor cells, was used as a start-
ing base. Phenol was used for the extraction (36).

The RNS fractions produced plaques in tissue cultures, but this
testing method did not offer a good possibility for quantitative evalu-
ation. The best proof was to infect growing ascites tumor cells with
the RNS and then to inject them into the mice, which then showed
typic-al sYqAitons.

PMys'c"al-hemically the RNS preparations showed in ultra-violet
!ight the absorption spectrum typical for nuclein acid. All RNS frac-
tiois conutained amounts of 1-7% protein, Contrary to the virus, the
RNS c,-,d be precipitated with alcohol or a 1-molar cooklng salt solu-
t!.M -•t-•aut detr-imental effect on the infectiousness. The RNase sen-
s•.b , [Tnsto", Not: Does author mean "sensitivity"?] of the
p:cep•'A.o. •was aLso pr'3ed.

It is of speciala interest that here too, as with MEE and ýE (see
pwragraph bb) below), the extracted RNS seems not to have derived from
v`'.as particles. The authcws found no direct correlation between the
RES xield and the coakents of infectlous virus. Nhether the initial
base contained 2.8 x jo 7 or 2.2 X 100 infectious virus particles/mi,
the RNS t4ter reo-mad the same with 3-5 X 103. It was furthermore
pos:110a to show that virus pa:.icles and the components, from which
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the infectious mS is extracted, were separable in the ultra-centrifuge,

as is shown Inl Table 5'.

Table 5

Be Virus t
,L I: /ml

______________________ 5 0/m L 5 0/ha

Tissue. culturo l1quid 5,,2; X iO8 6,3 X _103
Remidr, fter.1 hour,.l3100000.g 2 2,2X 165 3,0 X163
Bediment after 1 hour, 1000000 g 1,2 X IO8 16 X1io2
Sediment washed and concentrated 3,0 X log ,.1 0.

According to J. Huppert and F. K. Sanders: Nature (London)
182, 515 (1958).

This indicates that the infectious RNS most likely is n•t derived
from the infectious virus. But contrary to E and MEE, the extract-
able coment as well as the virus proper cannot be very sensitive -to

Thus- far nothing has been published, about experiments to isolate
infectioun. NS directly in virus particles.

0%&a Rmepa a~ii Virus (a), The brains of Infected nice
served as base material. The ENS was extracted by the usual phenol'
method r' with phenol at increased temperature, as has been described
for BE or W. Infection tests were conducted by intracerebral injec-
tion of -.Le.' Virus particles were the only source of infecti'us RNS
in these szperiumnts by Franklin and colleagues (37). Itwas also
possible to isolate infectious 1iS from virus preparations which had
been extensively purified by fluorcarbon (38). Such RNS showed the
usual property differences when compared with virus.

Whle corroborating and elaborating the findings gained from EEE
(see 66) it was possible to show that the cellular DNS present in ex-
tracts from infected tissue emrcises an inhibitive influence on the
Infectious RNS. The absolute RNS titer rose when the*DNS was destroyed
by Mise or when the RNS was separated from the BNS through preoipita-
tion with I-molar cooking salt solution. Similarly, the dosis-effect
curve for the EM now cam closer to the theoretically demanded predic-
tion •wve, which was previously not the case.

According to a subsequent announcement by Haussen and Schlfer (39),
a first-stage RNS can evident3y also be obtained in the case of ME virus
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from cells infected with it. The RNS will appear one to two hours before
ocomsncemsnt of the virus reproduction proper.

The same work contains the remark that the virus here designated
as nice encephaloqelitis viruA has been found to be close to the viruses
of the Columbia SK group as a result of newer examinations.

bb) Virnses of the Orom n ÷enal. A.• i4s of _th American
. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -M'4A L*MJ Ar et adWE. Different

than the virus species described thus far, the particles here are rela-
tively large (4, m/.) and furthermore have the very high lipoid con-

These peculiarities require certain variations in the technique
of extraction of infectious RNS. Wecker and Schfer followed somewhat
the experiments of Colter (35) in obtaining the first infectious RNS
of EH virus from virus-infected mice brains (1)* The frosen nice
brains were imediately homogenised while the phenol was present. The
watery phase separated in the centrifuge was then treated in three
additional phases with phenol at low temperatures, Such preparations
caused tipical infections after intracerebral injection into nice.
With them, it was possible to produce plaques on tissue cultures of
chicken fibroblasts. But the plaque test could not be quantitatively
evaluated because of its irregularity with RNS preparations (see also
Polio). The infectious RNS preparations had the usual sensitivity to-
ward MNase and prolonged incubation at 370 C. The RES differed from
intact virus also in that it could be precipitated with alcohol with-
out loss of Infectiousness, while such treatment completely inactivated
intact virus.

Infected chicken embryos served as base material for additional
experiments. The infectiousness tests were also performed with incu-
bated chicken eggs.

During the experiments with infected nice brains as well as during
all subsequent experiments it was found that only when phenol was
alreadr present during the homogenization of the tissue, it was pos-
sible to obtain an optimum yield of infectious RNS from infected
chicken embryos. This was contrar to the findings made with TMV and
mango virus. Furthermore, it wa shown (see Table 6) that a short
MNase treatment of the tissue hamogenates R to the phenol ex-
traction completely inactivated the extractable RIM. Colter et al.
(35) and later Franklin et al. (37) found that Rnase did not influence
the extractable ENS when the esme was added prior to the phenol
treatment. The conditions of EEE virus and nice oncephaloVeolitis
virus are compiled in Table 6 for the sake of comparison.
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Table 6

SEEE*- MEV**
Technique EEE*m L 0 m

Homogenized with Phenol + 3 times Phenol 3,2 3,0
Homogenized without Phenol + 3 times Phenol 2,02 3,0
Homogenized without Phenol 1- mLn RNase 0 4,0

1 Y/ml + 3 times Phenol

*According to E. Wecker: IV. International Congress to Biochemistry,
Vienna, 1958.

**According to R. Franklin: Virology 7,220 (1958).

From these results it was concluded, that the infectious RNS which
can be isolated in EEE-infected tissue is already present in an Rnase-
sensitive form prior to the phenol treatment. But since the EEE virus,
as all other virus species, is completely resistant to this enzyme, it
was assumed that the extractable infectious RNS did not derive from the
virus particles as such. And indeed, it could be shown that a thoroughly
purified WEE virus preparation with an infectiousness more than hundred-
fold greater than that of tissue homogenates yielded no more infectious
RNS after three extraction cycles with phenol at low temperatures.

The RNS derived from infected tissue was therefore most likely
virus muclein acid not contained in virus particles or not yet in-
corporated in them (42).

The extraction of infectious RNS from virus particles proper
became later possible through increased temperature during the phenol
treatment (43).In the case of BEE and WEE it was assumed that lipoids
form a cover structure around virus particles which could not be suf-
ficiently dissolved with phenol at low temperatures. The fact that
with rising temperature the RNS yield of a virus preparation increases
in volume and infectiousness, as is shown in Table 7, added credibility
to this view. The corresponding results with TMV are shown for com-
parison.

The 14S fractions from infected tissue showed three main gradients
in the ultra-centrifuge. They had the following sedimentation
constants:

Gradient A (OOS) 30-32 s.
Gradient B (REM) 19 s.
Gradient C 4DNS) circa 12 s.
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Table 7
T paeMyV

Temperature Total Infectiousness Total Infectiousness
in Ec RaS I0 R/mlS Lesions

Extracted 50/ Extracted

4 0 0 0,93 94
40 72 2,35 1,58 112
50 710 3,24 --
60 .-. 1,33 87

According to E. Wecier: Vixoloff 7,241 (1959).

The mOlecular weight deterv.nation resulted in a value of 2 X 106
for the RNS of the gradient A (4). Examinations of the sedimentatlon
chaceristics of the Infectious principle indicated, that it decreased
together with the gradient A. From this it was concluded that the infec-
tious RNS molecule in the nuclein acid fractiops of EE-infected tissue
has a molecular weight of approxnmately 2 X 100. They are, therefore,
in all tested chemical and phyusical aspects identical with the infec-
tious RNS of TMV (citation from 45). This justified also the conclu-
sion that the infectious component, as is the case with TMV, is most
likely made up of free RNS molecule. The important differences be-
tbaen virus and infectious RNS are given in Table 8.

Table 8

Virus U) 5 01zM ENS LD 50 /ml

Control 8,1 3,0
Aftar Alcohol Precipitation 0 3,5
With 25 /ml RNase 30m 1 370 C 7,7 0
4 hourzs at 370 C 6,7 0
C(orol 6,1 3,8

.t.h• Normal 1:100 6,2 0
Molecular Weight circa 50 X 106 circa 2 X 106

Ac;ordi•.n to E. Wecker: On Natural Science Research. l4b, 370 (1950);
15b, 71 (1960).
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cc) Viruase of the Groun c h is B! -rav alley Ence-
Dhalin Virus (MVE). An infectious RNS fraction was extracted with
phenol from the infected brains of newborn vice (46, 47). The infec-
tiousness of the extracts was MNase-sensitive and. was inactivated
with 10%-normal serum from rabbits.

Noteworthy are the findings of Ada and Anderson that material
with identical characteristics can be obtained by treating unpurified
MVE virus with 1% deawcycholate at 200 C. Whether the infectious
principles are completely identical after phenol or desomycholate treat-
ment has not been ascertained, but it is probable. Thus, in this case,
the virus particle would release its infectious RNS after removal of
the lipoid cover by means of desaxycholate; unless it is proved that
from MVE, too, an infectious RNS can be isolated, that is, from some
other, easier extractable material, not only from the virus particles
proper.

dd) ana.11 Virus Sueam-R! yliyameli+Js VIrus. Several groups
of collaborators have worked on extraction of infectious RNS from
polio virus (48, 49, 50, 51, 52).

Colter and colleagues (48) isolated the RNS in the ZNS of
hamsters infected with type 2 polio virus. Again, the same technique
as for mengo virus was enjoyed. The infectiousness of the prepara-
tions was proved by intracerebral injection into nice.

Alemnider and colleagues (49, 50, 51) used in their experiments
concentrated and partly purified type 1 polio virus. The RNS was
again extracted by the phenol method as described by Gierer and Schramm
for TKV. It was possible to produce plaques on hela-cell cultures
with this RNS. But at first this plaque test was unsuitable for a
quantitative evaluation of the infectiousness since, with undiluted
RNS preparations, confluent cytopathogenic lesions appeared; and with
diluted RNSp no significant linear proportion between dilution factor
and plaque value could be observed. In qualitative experiments the
authors noted, that the infectiousness of their RNS preparations was
destroyed by 100 4ml •Nase, while an identical concentration of DNase
had no effect. Proteolytical ferments, such as papain and chymotryp-
sin, also did not destroy the infectiousness. A dilution of 1:10 of
monkey serum completely inactivated RNS, regardless whether a specific
antiserum or a normal serum was used. The authors assume that this
"unspecific" effect can be attributed to the presence of MNase in the
serum. And indeed, the plaque formation with RNS was not prevented by
).-globules of antiserums. But the same concentrations still completely
neutralized an equivalent amount of polio virus.
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Together, the findings of the two work groups let it appear very
probable that the infectious principle in RNS preparations from polio
virus is also made up of free RNS molecules. But unfortunately are
these experiments lacking in thorough pbysical and bioph~sibal exami-
nations to give a complete picture.

Schaffer and Mattern (52) later isolated an infectious RNS from
high-grade purified polio virus. It iias possible to do this with all
three techniques (see above). The infectious component was left in
the remainder when the RNS fractions were centrifugalifed at 100,000 X g.
It could be precipitated with alcohol and was sensitive to RNase. The
infectious RES furthermwe had the absorption in ultraviolet light
which is characteristic for nuclein acids.

Virus of the Fot and Mouth nisease (MKS), This is one of the
smallest and simplest animal-pathogenic viruses. Several groups of
collaborators were able to obtain infectious RNS preparations by means
of'the phenol method (53, 54, 55, 56).

As a first step the RNS was isolated from infected tissue and
its infectiousness was demonstrated by injection into mice. 'While the
titer of virus was equially high in intraperitoneal and intracerebral
application, good results were obtained with ENS only in case of
intracerebral injection (54).

RNase and incubation at 370 C destroyed the infectiousness of the
RNS preparations. Equally, inactivation was caused with normal serums
diluted up to 1:10,000. Vath an immume-globuline fraction diluted to
1:100, however, virus could still be neutralised, while RNS was un-.
affected.

Strohmayer and Massgay (57) also determined the molecular weight
of the infectious cbmponent in RNS fractions, using as a base the rela-
tion between sedimentation constant and molecular weight which M.erer
had given for the ENS of TKV (33, 34).

The sedimentation constant was examined through centrifugalising
in a D2 0-%0 density gradient.

The obtained value of 37 s is somewhat higher than those derived
from TMV and HEE (33,. J3). From this the mol cular weight of the
infectious RNS was computed as being 3.1 X 10o, and it is consequent-
ly - by circa 30% - again gre•ter. The difference lies perhaps in
the various techniques which %mv used in determiir g the sedimenta-
tion constant.

Another important observation was made by Brown and colleagues
(55). When they exmmined infected cells and the reminder of infected
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cells for virus contents and extractable RNS it was found that in-
variably more infectious RNS could be extracted from the cells, re-
gardless whether the virus titer was high or low. It seems there-
fore that the cells of MKS -also have a second source of extractable
virus RNS which is not the Virus itself.

On the strength of' experiences with the infectious RNS of the MKS
virus a surprising3y simple and logical explanation was finally found
for the earlier-discovered phenomenon. that this virus loses its infec-
tiousness already in a slightly sour milieu, namely at PH values between
6.0-6.5 (58). Mwssgay was able to prove that at such PH the virus dis-
integrates in so-called S-antigen-sknts, which probably constitute
the virus protein. The RNS is thereby released. If the experiments
are performed with unpurified virus preparations, then the slight im-
purity with RNase suffices to inactivate the ziiclein acid immediately.
But if purified virus is used, an infectious component is obtained which
will withstand even lower PH values and which corresponds in all ex-
amined characteristics with virus PMI (59).

ee) V T, us'I,,31,,. Vi rum The reieults regarding an
infectious RNS from this virus species ai•, to say it prudently, still
much debated. Positive results have been reported by only two work
groups, while most likely several other groups did not report their
negative findings.

R. Portocala and colleagues (60, 61, 62) reported successful
isolation of an RNS from influenza-A virus, which had been defattened
with ether, by means of phenol at low temperatures; this RPM simulated
the production of "homologous" virus in the Allantois cavity of de-
embryonized chicken eggs. But in two additional works (61, 62) it was
found that the virus produced by RNS-infected cells reacted antigen-
wise slightly different than the virus from which the RNS was derived.
In addition, filamentous formations appeared after a second passage
in the fertilized chicken egg; these formations were absent in the
original virus. The infectiousness of the RNS extracts was sensitive
to RNaseq incubation at 370 C, or prolonged standing at room tempera-
ture.

Massab (63) reported shortly thereafter the isolation of an in-
fectious RNS preparation from chorioallantois membranes of chicken eggs
which had been infected with the Asiatic strain of influenza-A virus.
This again was accouprlished with phenol at low temperatures. But their
infectiousness was proved only by producing a cytopathogenic effect in
tissue cultures of embryonic chicken kidney cells, not by injection
into the chorioallantois cavity of the incubated chicken egg. This
seems all the more surprising since Necker and Sch~fer had found the
incubated chicken egg an entirely suitable test system for infectious
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RNS of EEE and WEE (41). But otherwise Naassab's infectious agent
responded the very sam as infectious RNS in its RN&se sensitivi1yl
sedimentation characteristicsp and precipitation-with a 1-molar cooking
salt solution. It is therefore possible that L4snab isolated some
other RAp perhaps from a virus latont•y present in the base material.
The progea of the RNS.Wected chicken kidney cells was unfortunately
not thoroughly characterieod; but it can be observed that this progeny,
although supposed2y consisting again of intact virus, was not infec-
tious for the incubated chicken egg. If in allpreviously, described
cases the virus RPS, as the true "carrier of genetical information",
stimulated the production of normal and corresponding virus in cells
infected by it, then such definition cannot be applied to the influenza
RNS obtained by Massab.

Only Ada and dplleagues (64) xrported A" their negative attempts
to isolate infectious influensa RNS. Included in their experiments was
purified virus and virus-infected tissue as well as, various influenza-A
and B strains. They were also unsuccessful wit1i another representative
of the qxo viruses: the Newcastle disease virus. They were even un-
able to prove partial biological activity of their RPS preparations.
While recombinations can be produced with intact virus, this was not
possible when RES from one strain and active virus from another wm
used. Burnt and his collaborators came therefore to the conclusion
that of the examined RUB preparations from influenza virus, none had
azw kind of biological activity.

In a later chapter of this review will be listed several theoreti-
cal deliberations pointing out the seeming ijobability of obtaining
from this virus species an RNS which is infectious in the usual sense.

.f) T.Y YAmuaO . u This is the first DN virus
from which an infectious nuclein acid could be isolated. It should
also be mentioned at this point that the very first emple of direct
bioloical activitr of isolated maclein acid was also given with DNS.
%4e is a paf- l aa d transformation, in which bacteria in the
IM of a donor strain transfers a certain biological characteristic to
a receptive strain which does not possess this characteristic (65).
But it seemi that in this case only part of the distance of a DM1 mole-
cu.e is required (66). Diayorca and colleagues (67) reported the
first successful isolation of an infectious virus I3S, namely that of
the po01ya virus. This work is also of special interest because it
is at the saws time the first instance of infectious nuclein acid
derived from a tumor virus (68).

As base material served virus-infected embryonic mice cells in
tissue culture. The EM was extracted by the phenol method, as was
the case with 7XV. As a control, DNS was extracted from noninfected
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identical tissue cultures by the phenol method as modified by Kirby
(69).

The DNS preparations then were planted on tissue-culture cells
of embryonic nice tissue. There the virus DNS produced regulgrly the
cytopathogenic effect typical for the virus; the controls remained
negative. From the remainder of these virus-ItS-infacted cells it was
possible to obtain normal polyoma virus, which produced in mice the
characteristic tumors. The infectious nuclein acid preparations were
sensitive to DNase, insensitive to RNase.

These results have since been repeated and verified by Ibiochowski
and colleagues (70).

Shone Pa•11n, Virus. As is often the casb, the first success
with infectious DNS had another one in its wake: Shortly after an
infectious nuclein acid fraction had been successfully isolated from
poLyova virus, Ito (71) reported his positive results with a different
DNS-containing tumor virus: the Shape papilloma virus.

A nuclein acid preparation was obtained from papillomatious warts
of cottontail rabbits by means of phenol at low (o40 C) and high (+500 C)
tempertres. It caused on the skin of domesticated rabbits after in-
tracutaneous or application on the lightly scratched skin within 2 to 6
weeks typical papillomas, which even microscopically were fully identi-
bal with those produced by intact Shope virus.

The NS fractions were sensitive to DNase (2 Y/ml), but not to
RNase. In contrast, heat-inactivated DNase was without effect, so that
an unspecific mechanism could be largely barred. Concentrations of
antiserum which still fully neutralized intact virus did not lower the
infectiousness of the NS fractions.

In continuation of his studies Ito was able to show that an in-
fectious DNS can also be extracted from partially cleaned Shope papil-
loma virus with cold and hot phenol (72). But that not only ripe and
infectious virus particles are the source of infectious DNS was shown
by one extracted from papillomas; the infectious virus content of this
DNS practically equalled zero. This result is of particular importance
because it permits the assumption, that in certain virus tumors the
original releasing agent, namely the intact virus, my have "disap-
peared", although its genetical material quite definitely is being
reproduced in the tumor cells and most likely is even essential for
the formation of the tumor.
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C. I*FECTIOLS RNS AND HOST CEL

The low relative infectiousness of virus RNS, which generally lies
between 2% and 0.001% (see H, Tabular Su arimatica, p. 33)v frequently
gayS reason to doubt the validity of the obtained results. This chap-
ter shall therefore treat this important point.

As can be seen in the preceding chapterp the infectious RNS
preparations were as a rule tested in the same host organisms as the
correspondig virus, whether they were certain organ cells of plant
and animal or corresponding tissue culture cells.

First arises the question how a molecule of the dimensions of an
infectious RNS stain is to penetrate a living cell without being
equipped with a specific absorption and penetration mechanism. In the
case of the intaee virus they are regularly found in the outer cover
of the elementary particle, regardless whether they are certain en-
zymes (bacteriophages, uxaoviruses) or just specific characteristics
of the cover structure (for example, protein cover of the polio virus).

With ThV, from which the first infectious RNS was isolated, this
problem is nonexistent. And the virus itself moves quite naturally
into the interior of the ceall through an insect bite or, in the
1*boratory, through fine openins caused by rubbing off of leaf hair.

It is quite different with animal cells. Here it must be assumed
that the infectious NS molecules really enter through the intact cell
membrane. This apparently seems to be a cellular activity. Therefore,
it is only required of the nuclein acid molecules that they have a
total electrical charge pattern peridtting them to move sufficiently
close to the cell memsrane. Then the penetration can take place,
either by Wm of a phagocytosis or through "functional openings" in
the membrane. But nothing definite is known about this.

However, it makes sense that an infectious nuclein acid molecules
dr - to the absence of special mechanisms, has probably a much smaller
chance of penetrating than a virus particle. An added disadvantage of
the isolated genetical virus material is its great -lability. Thus, if
such a n3lein acid molecule is not fairly quickly (within circa 15
minutes) absorbed and received by the cell, its inactivation is almost
certain.

Together, these two factors - smell penetration probability and
very great lability - mey well be the reason for the lower infec-
tionusess of nuclein acid preparations than that of corresponding
virus preparations.



Another reason may be that possibly not all nucloin acid molecules
originally present in the virus particles survive intact the process
of extraction. As the examLnations of Gierer (45) have shown, a single
break omewhere in the chain of infectious MNS from TW is sufficient
to destrcy the biological activity of the molecule. But in the case
of TW Fraenkel-Conrat (86) also proved, that an RNS preparation with
the relatively low infectiousness of 0.5%. dould assume a relative in-
fectiousness up to 80% after reconstitution of virus particles of such
RNS and from isol3ted virus protein. This seems to prove that at
least 80% of the isolated RNS had been present in infectious form,
although the direct test indicated only circa 0.5% of this. In the
case of WEE virus, however, it must be assumed that indeed only a
negligible part of the RNS isolated from the virus particles is still
physically intact. The relative infectiousness of such preparations
is approximately 1/100,000% (43)1 The extraction of the RNS from the
virus particles is of course especially difficult in this case and
altogether possible only by drastical methods. Although examination
results are still lacking, it seems reasonable to assume, that the
great differences in the quoted relative infectiousness of virus
nuclein acids is partly due to the varying ease with which they can
be obtained. It makes sense that the more molecules will remain intact
the easier and more gentle the isolation technique is.

But of even greater importance for the relative infectiousness of
nuclein acid preparations are the ways and means of testing it. The
optimal test method for a virus is not always the best for the corres-
ponding mnclein acid. NKS viJLtis, for example, shows a slightly higher
titer at intraperitoneal than at intramuscular application. Conversely,
the infectiousness of RES from this virus can be proved only by intra-
muscular or intracerebral injection (54). There are several other
siefar examples (49, 46, 47, 51).

Daring the evaluation of relative infectiousness of nuclein acids
it. my very well be that the test method as such causes differences of
three povers after ten. But conversely it is also possible to infect
non-host cells for a virus with the corresponding RNS. Holland and
colleagues (84, 87) were able to show that it was possible to infect
with infectious virus preparations from poliozuelitis virus Type 1
even non-primte cells of anials, such as rabbits, hamsters and guinea
pigs. For none of these cells or animals is the intact virus infec-
tious. From these siificant experiments can be concluded that at
least a part of the so-called host specificity of a virus refers to
its surface clkracteriatic, in this case to its cover proteins. Their
absence, for penetration purpose usually a disadvantage of the RNS as
compared with virus, in this case turns out to be a blessing. Another
important finding is that apparently maiW more various cells than was
expected possess in principle the same biochemical ability to synthe-
size the sa kind of RNS and protein, namely complete virus. The
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sme results could also be obtained with other enteroviruses, Echo-8
virus, and Coxsackie A 9 and B 1 (84). Tha outstanding importanc of
the test system in quoting the relative infectiousness of virus nuclein
acids here once more becomes very clear: In these cases the nuclein
acid is even more infectious than the virusl

'When testing infectious RNS preparations from animal-pathogerie
virus species in an anI 9alit seems that the intracerebral injection
gives generally the highest titer* It is assumed that the relatively
low RNase activity of this organ system is one of the reasons for
this (88).

As already mentioned in the preceding chapter, the results with
the plaque test were at first considerably worse. But meanwhile this
has changed. Alexander et al. (50, 51) were the first to observe that
not only did the absolute plaque count increase with RNS, but that also
the theoretical3y demanded converse proportionality between plaque
count and dilution factor was obtained when the PM dilution mas
produced in bypertonic cooking salt solution. These findings were
verified bv Holland et al. (84). Ellem and Colter were the first to
point out in their work the possible effect mechanism of this method.
They found out that even better results could be obtained with mango
RNS and the L strain of mice fibroblasts when the RNS was placed on
the cells in a high-molar Sucrose solution, Optimal concentrations
resulted with NaCl as well as with sucrose, but when the optimm was
passed, the plaque count was lowered again. There seems to be som
kind of comprovise between the highest possible molarity of the solu-
tion to the advantage of the RNS, which still nakes barely possible
the survival of the cells under such urpb•ysiological hypertonic con-
ditions. In most cases such treatment will cause the disintegration
of the cell tissue, which of course makes regular plaque f rmtion
impossible. The "infective center" technique enplqed bV Ellem and
Colter pernitted a circumvention of this condition. The suspei~ed
cells with the ENS are thereby infected in a hypertonic solution. The
osmotic pressure is then normalized again by suspending the infected
cells in physiological media, and the cells are subsequently brought
to settle on normal cell sod. After covering this with a layer of
agar nutrient, a plaque developed on every point of the indicator cell
x( on which an infected cell had settled.

These experiments made it clear that the effect mechanism of
high-Mlar solutions in this case is to be found at the cell, not on
the RNS as such. Originally it had been assumed that the 0.8-molar
NaCI would "stabilise" the RNS, perhaps by changing its physical
structure in solution, since it is known that the RENS can be already
precipitated with 1-molar cooking salt, although at lower tempera-
t--res. But since sucrose in such solutions as have come to be used
cer.tainly does not have such effect it is now assumed that through
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the osmotic pressure of the extracellular medium the intracellular
electrolyt-concentration correupA1ing2y rises. And indeed, the
optimal concentrations for NaC1 as well as for sucrose correspond to
the same osmotical pressure of the solution. Thus, through an in-
crease of the intracellular ion strength a retardation of cellular
RNase activity could be effected, as it has been demonstrated in-vitro.
But some other mechanism may be just as workable. As has been reported
by the authorsp the infectiousness of mengo RNS can be destroyed through
all proteins free of RNase. Similar observations had already been made
by Wecker (42). No ima tivation occurred at high ion concentration.
It is therefore possible that hypertonic intracellular conditions pre-
vent this kind of unspecific inactivation of RNS through cellular pro-
tein.

Within the scope of this chapter it is of interest that the
absorption to -- and penetration into - cells of intact virus under
the same 1ypertonic conditions becomes radically poorer. Let it also
be said that when coparint the infectiousness of virus and corres-
ponding RNS preparations, allowance mist be made for many factors which
are only partially known. And such comparison makes of course only
sense if the infectious RNS is really derived from the infectious virus
particle and not, as in some of the above-described cases, e=clusively
or additionally from some other virus-specific material in the infected
cells.

D. THE PREL•MINARY-STAM RNS

The observation that infectious RNS cannot only be extracted from
ripe virus particles but also from an intkacellular virus-specific
material was the reason for an examination of the timely connection
between the reproduction of this material and the virus itself. Such
experiments were conducted with cells which had been infected with
mice encephaloinocarditis virus (89), the virus of the foot and mouth,
disease (55), the horse encephalonyelitis virus (90), the tobacco
mosaic virus (91, 92), and the NE virus (89). In all cases it was
found that an infectious RNS appears already in the virus-infected
cells prior to the provable synthesis of the new virus particles. This
kind of RNS can therefore rightly be called a 'preliminary nuclein
acid" himce it obviously constitutes a significant pre-stage in the
reproduction of virus.

In the case of ThV, it was a little more difficult to prove a
prelimi=ry-stage ENS because the usual phenol treatment also affects
the RNS already present in the virus particle. Thus Engler and Schramm
(91, 92) were able to determine it only indirectly. When they
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homogenized the infected leaves and incubated them subsequently for one
hour at 370 C, the pre-stage RNS was destroyed by the cell-contained
RNases and only the RNS present and protected in the virus could be ex-
tracted. But when the infected leaves were already homogenized in the
presence of phenol, the phenol inmediately destroyed the cellular RHase,
and the sensitive pre-stage RNS as well as the RNS already incorporated
could be obtained. The difference in titer between the two prepara-
tions was taken as a measure for the pre-stage RNS. By means of this
technique it was proved that an infectious RNS appears already 10 hours
prior to the prcmable virus reproduction. At the moment when the virus
formation begins, the "free" pre-stage RNS decreases. This was in-
terpreted to mean that the two syntheses take place independently of
each other and that the protein synthesis occurs faster than the RNS
synthesis. Such conclusion was imminent since it is known that a TMV
consists of only one RNS molecule but circa 2,200 protein molecules.

Sanders (89) was able to extract an infectious RNS from ascites
tumor cells already 15 minutes after infection with encephaloo'ocar-
ditis virus (EMC). In the following 5 hours it multiplied 100-1,000
fold. The RNS reached its maximum titer at approximately the time the
formation of the first new virus particle began. The virus synthesis
as such reached its mexiuwm circa 7-8 hours p.i. In the case of EMC
it was possible to measure the pre-stage RNS directly because due to
the applied technique the completed virus particlp apparently did not
release its RNS (36).

Sanders assumes that the first immeiately provable RNS derives
from those infected viruses that were changed into an extractable form
dt.ng the virus eclipse. The new-synthesis of RNS as such is said to
begiix only 1 hour p.i. As with TMV, here too, the titer of the pre-
stage FNS decreases from the time the new virus appears. This may mean
that now the so-far extractable pre-stage becomes inextractable be-
,,au.se of incorporation into the virus. But it is also conteivable that
ahs RNS2 not yet incorporated and therefore not stabilized, is being

p:eogessively destroyedp since at the same time the first cytopatho-
gen• effects become visible on the cells. Contradicting such interpre-
ta:.'oz. however, are Sariders' experiments with inhibitors (89). Eufla-
vl'x- retards the formation of pre-stage RNS. When the inhibitor is
added 4 hcars p.i., e.g., only after the RNS synthesis has reached its
mvxumm there still will appear no infectious virus. Although the
cells apparently have the usual cytopathogenic effecto the RNS titer
rew.ins longer than when virus synthesis is ,possible.

The circumstances were different with the inhibitor 5-fluor
uracil. This pyrimidinanalogon is incorporated into nuclein acid.
The dsc.s-effect relations in regard to retardation of RNS synthesis
and of virus synthesis were very similar, which indicates that the re-
ta-cda tio2 of the virus synthesis may be viewed as a direct result of
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the retardation of the RNS synthesis. Accordingly, the pre-stage RNS
indeed seems to get incorporated later into virus particles and is,
therefore, not a "side product". It was possible to reinforce this
view even further: When 5-fluor uracil was added only at the time of
the near-maximum RNS titer, e.g., still just prior to the virus forma-
tion, it could no longer retard the formation.

When given full weight, these results seem to justify the con-
clusion that the virus RNS synthesis and the virus protein synthesis
occur independently of each other. But unfortunately the work of
Sanders is lacking in experimental detail and important data about
the effect kinetic of the employed inhibitors; its evaluation is,
therefore, not quite certain.

Wecker (90) found in the case of the WEE virus that tissue cul-
tures infected with it yielded already after one hour an infectious
RNS. The pre-stage RNS can here again be proved directly without
difficulties, since under the same conditions the RNS incorporated in
the virus is not released (43). The pre-stage RNS reproduces itself
exponentially and reaches its maximum also at the commencement of virus
reproduction. But contrary to examples mentioned earlier, the titer
of the pre-stage RNS remains practically constant and does not decrease
appreciably.

In order to examine the connections between RNS synthesis and
protein synthesis, experiments were conducted with amino-acid analoga
which can influence the protein synthesis. With .thionin, the analogon
of Methionin, the synthesis of the pre-stage RNS of WEE remained un-
affected under all conditions, while infectious virus remained absent
when the inhibitor was added prior to the virus reproduction, e.g.,
circa 4 hours p.i. or earlier. The retardation of the virus synthesis
was irreversible. By counting virus particles under the electron
microscope it was found that the number of the produced virus particles
was almost identical with that of virus particles produced by control
cultures not retarded. But the difference in the infectiousness of the
synthesized viruses was indicated by the fact that the proportion in-
fectious: total virus particles was more than hundred times greater
in the case of Ithionin addition. These experiments were interpreted
to mean that virus parbicles are indeed build up in the presence of
Xthionin, but that they are not infectious, depsite the incorporation
of infectious RNS, because they contain in their protein cover a false
amino acid, namely Kthioxiin. This could have possibly changed suffl-
ciently the normal suarface characteristic of the virus particles (E.
Wecker: Unpublished Results). The results were as follows with the
amino acid analogon fluor phenrlalanin (FPA):

When the inhibitor was added prior to the RNS synthesis the
synthesis did not occuir at all (90). After the optimum RNS titer had
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been reached, the FPA was still able to retard the virus synthesis. In
both cases was the inhibition completely reversible. Additional exami-
nations indicated that most probably the retarding action of FPA on the
RNS synthesis was not due to the fact, as in the case of bacteriophages,
that virus nuclein acid is only synthesized when at first some new en-
zymes are provided for it. Instead Wecker found that no new enzymes
are required for the synthesis of the WEE-RNS and that apparently the
normal cellular apparatus was entirely sufficient. The result. was that
the retardation of an RNS synthesis with a known inhibitor of protein
synthesis (93, 94, 95), namely FPA, probably must be construed to mean
that RNS synthesis and protein synthesis directly depend upon another
and concur timely. But whether this protein is the real virus protein
remains entirely to be answered. But it can be said that the viWus
antigene, e.g., the virus protein, regularly is found far earlier in
the cell than the first new complete virus (96). Here again is a
parallel between pre-stage RNS and virus protein.

Corresponding direct examinations about the timely concurrence
between the synthesis of nuclein acid and the appearance of intact
virus in DNS-containing animal-pathogenic virus species are not yet
available. But by means of more indirect te'chniques Salzman (97) and
Magee et al. (98) were able to show that the synthesis of vaccine
vt•rs DNS also commences several hours prior to the appearance of ripe
"v•irs particle.

The phages DNS synthesized in infected bacteria was the subject
of extensive exa.rations. But this field is already so broad that it
was treated in special reviews and that its treatment here would go
beyond the scope of the subject (99, 100).

E. RNS AND PROTEIN SYNTHESIS

The designation of a virus RNS as "infectious" means that it not
only transfers the necessary information for its own identical repro-
duction to the cell, but also for the synthesis of the corresponding
specific virus proteins. And beyond that, the infection of cells with
such virus RNS causes the same symptoms as they are observed after an
infection with the complete virus. As mentioned above, a typical dis-
ease pattern comes into being in plant or animal after infection with
virus RNS. This means that the nuclein acid component of a virus
-ally can be the carrier of all those biological functions which are
diractly connected with the reproduction of the virus.

But infectious RNS has already been isolated in viruses of various
*31is e.g., in viruses possessing various absolute amounts of protein.
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On the other hand, it is known and it was stated in the beginning that
the absolute weight amount of RNS is practically the same in all examined
RNS-containing virus species. This is once again presented in Table 9.

Table 9

Particle Weight Relative Absolute RNS
Virus Species of Virus Content ount per VirusRNS in % Aon e iu

TMV 40 X 10i6 5,6 2,2 X 106

Polio 6,7 X 106 22-30 1,5-2,0 X 106
EEE + WEE 50 X 1 6,4 2,2 X 10 6

Classical Fowl Pest 150 X 10 6 1,8 1,7 X 606
Influenza 280 X 10" 0,7-1,0 2,0-2,8 X 10

From"Reproduction of R*-containing animal vurises", W. Sch~fer in:
Virus gowth and variation. 9. Symposium Soc. Gen. Microbiology.

But first it must be remembered that amounts of RNS per virus
particle as calculated above agree very well with the molecular weight
of infectious RNS determined directly in individual cases and obtained
from these virus species (see front). Thus they contain probably only
a single RNS molecule per virus particle. But how can an RNS molecule
of almost or exactly ýhe fame size be able to inform at one time an
equivalent of 38 X 100 total weight of virus protein, as in the case of
TMV, and at another time such of only 4.7 X 1o6 , as in the case of the
poliomyelitis virus?

Before this question could be stated in such manner, it had been
determined by means of chemical and physical methods that the TMV has
an inner RNS thread which is wrapped in circa 2,200 Ui•al protein
subunits (101, 102). A surface structure similar in principle was
also given for tomato busby shunt virus, turnip yellow virus, and polio
virus (103, 104). Thanks to improved techniques in presenting surface
structures under the electron microscope (105) Home and colleagues
(106) was able to show that the "soluble antigen" of imvxoviruses, e.g.,
their internal nucleoproteid, also has this principle of construction.
It is very tempting to speculate that possibly the protein cover of all
virus species is constructed of many identical protein units.

The answer to the question posed above would accordingly be that
every virus RNS probably carries only the information for = kind of
corresponding protein unit. A "large" virus would then possess many
of such identical protelms, a "small" one correspondingly fewer.
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The size of the protein Subunit of TMV is known. It is a peptid
of the molecular weight circa 1,800 and consists of 157 amino acids
(107). Its RNS, in oontrast, consists of 6,000 mononucleotids (45).
Under the assumption that the virus RNS carries exclusively the infor-
mation for the virus protein as such, it would require circa 40 nucleo-
tids for each of its amino acids to fix them in their place within the
peptid chain. This may seem to be a considerable waste of "informa-
tion", since purely mathematically three mononucleotids per amino acid
would suffice to order each in a specific sequence (108, 109, no0, in).

!1as (112) even proposes a "coding ratio" of 1, which then however
would mean an additional genetical information of cellular material for
the synthesis of an RNS virus.

But the order of magnitude of circa 40 nucleotids (40-120) cor-
responds to the one of a low-molecular RNS, to which is ascribed a
specific transmitter role for amino acids during the protein synthe-
sis (113).

This so-called S-RNS ("S" for soluble), or lately also 'trans-
fer RNS", seems to receive activated amino acids from an enzyme and
then settle on the ribosomes within the endoplasmatic reticulum. In
anr case, it would be proved that the amino acids tied to S-RNS later
are genuinely assimilated in peptids, a process which takes place on
the ribosomes mentioned above. Of special importance is the finding
that each amino acid has its specific activating enzyme and also a
certain S-RNS meant only for it (113). Gierer (114) found in com-
parative examinations that a part of Pe RNS of ribosome has the same
molecular weight, namely circa 2 X 100, as an infectious virus RNS.
If now every RNS molecule with its specific amino acid attaches itself
by means of hydrogen bridge on an equivalent distance of the high-
molecular ribosome (or virus) RNS as it has been suggested (113),
then the amino acids automatically would be brought into a sequence
corresponding to the "information" within the high-molecular "tem-
plate RNS". But in this case it would have to be demanded even in
theory that the produced peptid consist only of circa 150 amino acids.

The above-described change effect between RNS and amino acids
during the protein synthesis is up until now the only evidence of a
possible mechanism for the protein synthesis which has been at least
partly justified by experiments and which moreover would explain why,
for instance, the protein subunit of TMV consists of only 157 amino
acids.

But the stated hypothesis can be maintained only if really no
other by the virus RNS "informed" proteins are synthesized in the cell
infected with TIV. And until now, such have not been found (115). The
occurrence of specific symptoms on the plant may therefore be construed,
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for the time being, as a direct result of virus reproduction without
new onwmes or other proteins playing a rule in it. As already men-
tioned in the preceding chapter, the participation of new enzymes in
the synthesis of WEE pre-stage RNS has already been extensively dis-
counted (90).

Finally it should be once more pointed out that for the infec-
tiousness of a virus RNS the total integrity of the molecule is re-
quired, e.g., all of its circa 6,000 nucleotids. If only a part of
it were responsible for the virus reproduction as such, and another
part for the production of the symptoms, it could not be explained
very easily.

Thus, with the present understanding the assumption is justified
that a virus RNS of 2 million molecular weight is able to inform ex-
clusively a protein with circa 157 amino acids. In view of this
assumption, it becomes clear why reports about an infectious RNS from
the viruses of the rcyxo group, influenza virus for example, must be
received with great skepticism. These virus species ar3 composed of
two different substructures, each of which contains at least one
specific protein. {yxo viruses, too, possess in all probability only
one molecule RNS with a molecular weight of 2 million (see Table 8).
It is therefore not merely coincidence that several work groups were
unable to extract infectious RNS from these virus species in suffi-
cient quantities and qualities to stimulate the formation of normal
and incta viruses in a cell. All known and certain cases of infec-
tious virus RNS derived from virus species which, as far as is known,
possess only one type of specific protein.

The extremely close relations between virus RNS and virus protein
synthesis are expressed again in experiments which are the subject of
the following chapter, since they are of importance by themselves.

F. THE IN-VITRO MUTATION OF VIRUS NUCIEIN
ACIDS THROUGH CHEKICALS

If the nuclein acids in general can be considered the chemical
equivalent for the phenomenon of inheritance, then mutations should be
caused by corresponding chemical changes of this substance. Experi-
ments to produce virus mutations deliberately through physical treat-
ment of cells infected by virus, for example by X-rays, were success-
ful (ll6, 117, 118, 119). Plants infected with TMV and kept at raised
temperature already stimulated the production of numerous mutations
(120). A more direct proof was submitted by Benser and Freese (121)
with their success in letting DNS of bacteriophages assimilate
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'inphysiological base homologes through the respiration of the bacteria.
This led to a considerable yield of mutations in the progeny of such
phages.

But the spontaneous, very small rate of mutation of viruses was
unalterable by any of the listed methods when the viruses were exposed
i to such treatment.

Experiments with infectious virus RNS had shown that the RNS mole-
cules of various virus species differ physically only insignificantly.
Their specificity was therefore to be found in the special linear
sequence in which the circa 6,000 nucleotids are connected in the
macromolecule. Consequently, the RNS of a virus mutation was to differ
then only in its base sequence from the one of the wild strain.,

For the production of 'mutated" virus RNS two conditions had
therefore to be fulfilled:

1. The original sequence of the pyrimidine and purine in the
RNS had to be changed appropriately;

2. The physical integrity of the RNS molecule had to be fully
preserved in the process, since only it possesses biological
activity, e.g., infectiousness.

Schuster and Schramm (122) showed that treatmeat of pyrimidines
or purines with nitrous acid even at relative low PH led to oxydative
desamination, e.g., the exchange of an amino group (-NH2 ) for a
hydromyl group (-OH), regardless whether the bases were present in an
RNS in free form or in form of nucleotids. Of the four normal bases
of RNS of TMV three react as described above. Cytosin thereby becomes
uracil, adenin becomes hypoxanthin, and guanin becomes xanthin. The
faar h group, uracil, cannot react because it has no amino group. In-
terast-izig is especially the transformation of cytosin to uracil, since
both are naturally existing bases of the virus RNS. In contrast, the
reacttion products hypoxanthin and xanthin are unphysiological for TMV.

Schuster and Schramm could furthermore prove that through the
reaction of infectious RNS from TMV with nitrous acid under favorable
contritions the physical structure of the RNS will not be changed. A
quantitative evaluation of their experiments showed that through the
chemical change of each one of at least 3,000 nucleotids, an inactiva-
tion of the RNS infectiousness is caused. But as is known, an infec-
tious molecule consists of 6,000 nucleotids. In order of magnitude, a
quarter of them, e.g., 1,500, contain the nonreacting base uracil. It
was therefore possible that with nitrite also such nucleotids reacted
whose change is not lethal. It possibly could then have been mutable.
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This was first proved by Mundry and Gierer (124, 125) in the case
of TMV. As genetical 'marker" the authors used the variety of disease
symptoms which appeared on a certain host plant (Java tobacco) after
infection with wild strain TMV or a naturally present virus mutant. The
"vulgare" strain caused a systematical illness of the plant which shows
itself only in chlorotically discolored spots on the leaves. The matant
strain "dahlemense", however, caused distinct necrotical spots in the
place of the infection, the number of which depends on the number of
infected virus particles.

It was examined whether the treatment of infectious RNS from the
strain "vulgare" with nitrous acid in vitro would lead to the produc-
tion of Java necrose mutants. The spontaneous rate of mutation for
this system is circa 0.2%. Through nitrite treatment it could be
raised to 5.65%, e.g., at least twentyfold. This maximum increase of
the mutation rate was observed when by concurrent reaction of "lethal"
nucleotids the total infectiousness of the preparation was reduced by
circa one half. This result alone excludes that this was not a produc-
tion of mutants but only a selection of mutated viruses which had
already existed before.

After prolonged reaction with nitrite was, if at all, only a very
small fraction of the "surviving" RNS not mutated. The presence of
protein did not disturb the in-vitro mutation. Intact TMV particles
also reacted in basically the same manner to the treatment.

The quantitative evaluation of the results showed that the pro-
duction of mutants through nitrite follows a one-hit-kinetic. The
oxydative desamination of a single suitable nucleotid in the virus RNS
may therefore be the occurrence of a mutation. The produced mutants
are apparently stable and pass on their mutated character unchanged to
their progerW.

As was to be expected, the treatment with nitrous acid did not
always result in the same kind of mutation, for example, not always in
a Java necrose strain. The above data about the increased rate of
mutation, which refer only to this kind of change, do therefore not
reflect the total of all mutations produced. The total should be
considerably higher.

The principle of an in-vitro mutation through chemical change of
the nuclein acid by nitrous acid, shown above by the example of TMV,
should of course also be applicable to all other RNS-containing virus
species. Surprisingly enough, so far only one other work has been
published, reporting about the mutation of polio virus or its RNS by
nitrite (126). The rate of a reverse mutation, reported therein, from
the so-called d-character (attenuated strains) to the wild strain
character d+ (127) -was remarkably low, namely, only circa three times
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the rate of the spontaneous reverse mutation (128). It is improbable
that these differences are based on general differences in physical
and chemical structure between TMV and polio RNS. Firstly, both kinds
of isolated virus RNS act similarly in many other respects; and
secondly, the polio RNS is inactivated through nitrous acid with the
same speed as the one of TMV. This means that the number of "lethal"
groups able to react must be the same in both cases. If therefore the
iUduced mutation rates are so different.. then this could better be
attributed to the fact that each RNS molecule "marker" carries differ-
ent mutation probabilities. In other words, a polio RNS treated with
nitrite may very well be mutated, even if this event is not expressed
in form of a change of the d-character. But since the test system
permitted only to prove these, all other mutants would have been over-
looked. The reason for the obvious difficulty to produce in-vitro
mutations in animal RNS viruses lies probably more in the limitation
of our knowledge about suitable genetic markers than in the process of
m•tation production proper.

Akd indeed it was possible to produce in other, genetically better
known systems in-vitro mutations with nitrous acid. In these cases
DNS was the genetical material.

Vielmetter and Wieder (129) obtained with T2 bacteriophages
maximum 3% of a certain plaque mutant. Selective or other unspecific
factors could be excluded. About similar findings reported Freese
(130) with the T phage and Tessmann with the 0 X 174 phage (131).
The mutation of "transforming principle" was also successful with this
method (132). In all cases inactivation and mutation followed a kinetic
of the first order, which indicates that the change of a single nucleo-
tid in the sense of a o.Vdative desamination suffices.

A two-hit-kinetic for the mutation of E. coli strain B through
treatment of the bacteria with nitrite was observed by Kaudewitz (133).
An optimum of 4% auxotrophic mutants was thereby produced.

Of greatest interest was the question: which of the three react-
ing organical bases would lead to a mutation event when desaminated.
On the base of thorough kinetical studies Schuster (134) was able to
pra.e that the desamination rate ý( depends on the H-ion concentration
of thxe reaction mixture, and that adenin and cytosin act similarly,
bu't guanrin differently. Vielmetter and Schuster (135) then compared
tse desa•ination rate of the concerned pyrimidin or purin at various pH
wi;h the observed mutation rate of bacteriophages. It was found that
"Uhe desamination rate for adenin and cytosin is equal to the mutation
rats, while the value cC for guanin distinctly differed from it. From
thIs it, can be concluded that the desamination of adenin or of both
ma.y constitute a mutation event, but not the one of guanin.
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According to newer examinations by Tsugita and Fraenkel-Conrat
(136), a mutation of TMV RNS can also be produced by methylation or
bromation of their organic bases,

The listed results are apt to have far-reaching theoretical and
practical consequences. since with them an experimental possibility is
given to mutate a genotype through direct and in principle understood
chemical transformation of the genetical material. Furthermore the
experiments prove again that each individual nucleotid of a virus
nuclein acid is essential for the entire biological activity of the
molecule, namely, for the infectiousness or the genetical information,
or as it is expressed in a work by Siegel: "Each desamination (within
the virus RNS) results in a provable biological effect,* (137).

It is admittedly outside of present experimental possibilities to
analyze the entire sequence of the circa 6,000 nucleotids of an infec-
tious RNS aMd to determine thereby exactly what correlation exists be-
tween the chemical changes of one or of several of them and a certain
genotype. But after Anderer and colleagues (107) have succeeded in
compiling the entire amino acid sequence of the protein subunits of
TMV, another highly interesting possibility appears: Does the amino
acid sequence of protein subunits from the wild strain type change when
its RNS has been chemically mutated? This question has already been
experimentally approached by Wittmann (138). The VyWtical peptids of
various known TMV strains differ from each other slightly in grade of
amino acid composition (139). But all possess the same total number
of amino acids in the protein subunits, namely, 157 (140).

Wittmann compared now the amino acid composition of the 12 trypti-
cal peptids from proteins of the wild strain "vulgare" and a nitrite
mutant "Ni 54". The latter was produced through relatively long effect
of nitrous acid on "vulgare" and subsequently singled out as mutant
strain. There exists even the possibility that the RNS of this mutant
differs in more than one nucleotid from the RNS of the vulgare strain.

If, as discussed in the preceding chapter, the entire virus RNS
carries exclusively the information for the virus protein as such, and
not for any other kind of protein, then every change in the nucleotid
sequence should also express itself in a changed amino acid sequence.
This would at the same time also give a good experimental indication
of the theory that each individual amino acid of the virus proteins
requires circa 40 nucleotids in the RNS in order to be correctly placed.
In other words, the so-called "coding ratio" would be 40, and not three.

But Wittmann (139) found that neither the tryptical pepaids nor
their amino acid composition between 1vulgare" and FW 54" were dif-
ferent. But it remains still to be examined whether the amino acid
sequences are also identical, since after all the composition would
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remain unchanged even if two certain amino acids changed places. But
in principle this would still mean a different protein molecule.

In contrast to this, Tsugita and Fraenkel-Conrat (141) found in
some of their mutant TMV strains, which also had been produced by
chemical treatment in-vitro, that up to three amino acids in the pro-
tein subunits are different than in the initial strain. It is espe-
cially remarkable that two of these mutants are exactly the same amino
acids, although the two strains, through the symptoms they caused on
the host plant, biologically thus, differ markedly. In addition, one
mita•nt strain was produced by methylau16i., the other by bromation (141).
Different chemical changes in the bases of the virus RNS can therefore
cawse the same changes within the virus protein.

In the case of spontaneous mutation of TMV, it has also been known
for some time that their protein cover in regard to amino acid composi-
tion (142, 143, 144), electrophoretical mobility (145), and antigenity
(146) differs from the original virus strain.

The extremely important question of the coding ratio of virus
RNS can therefore at the moment not be answered with certainty. At
this time it looks as if some "in-vitro mutants" of TMV have different
amino acid compositions, but others do not. Whktever the outcome, in
these experiments again can be seen the intimate connection between
RNS and protein, just as it has been pointed out by mary other observa-
tions.

G. CONCLUDING VIEWS

The definition of the viruses as "vagrant genes" as mentioned in
the beginning has proved itself again in the light of newly gained
k.:,ledge. Indeed, this catchword describes completely the main
za•aruteristics of a virus:

The gene-character of a virus is on the base of experimental
ftdi:ýgs of the last few years, which culminated in the proof of
!infe.:'ious properties of virus nuclein acid, to be ascribed exclu-
sively to this part of the chemical virus structure. "Vagrant" the

uocletn acid becomes, because the protein specifically informed by
it fz'ms a cover, which protects this labile genetical im.terial
against the maW environmental influences. But the protAn cover is
not required under ftvorable conditions, and the nuclein acid appears
as the oily really necessary virus structure, the only really infec-
tious agent. For identical reproduction the virus nuclein acid re-
qvi.res an enzymatical apparatus as it exists in the living cell.
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It is entirely possible that for the reproduction of virus
nuclein acid and protein in the case of some more simple structured
RNS viruses, the existing enzyme equipment of the cell is completely
sufficient.

In contrast to this, it has been proved that for the reproduc-
tion of certain bacteriophages in the infected cell not fewer than
25 different proteins are synthesized, of which about two-thirds are
completely new enzymes (99).

But it was the intention of this review to point out clearly the
principles which always stand out in extreme cqses. A simple ribonu-
cleo protein which has all the characteristics of a "Vagrant gene"
without doubt must be termed an "extreme", as an extreme biological
simplification. In addition to applied virus research, which deals
mainly with virus species as the provocateurs of often serious and
epidemical diseases, virology has therefore a theoretically much
more far-reaching significance. On the model case 'Virus" knowledge
has been gai±d which has furthered considerably our understanding of
general biological phenomena. Into this group belong especially those,
which gave detailed information about the significance of nuclein acids
as the genetical material or about the relation between chemical
structure and genetical information. Today it seems probable that
some decisive problems dealing with the two most important substances
of living matter, the nuclein acids and the proteins, are brought
close to a solution through further studies of the relation between
virus and nuclein acid.
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H. TABULAR SUM4ARIZATION

Virus Species Base Material Extra•c.on Method

Plant-Pathogenic

Tobacco Mosaic Virus Cleaned Virus Phenol + 40 C

"Dodecylsulphate

Tobacco ringspot virus 1 M-NaC1 at 950 C

Tomato bushy stunt virus Dodecylsulphate and
Phenol 60 C

Turnip yellow mosaic 1 M-NaCl bei 950 C

virus

Uecaotic ringspot virus Infected Leaves Phenol + 40 C

Tobacco rattle virus Cleaned Virus Phenol + 50 C

Potato x-Virus Denaturized Protein by
means of Guanidin
(see Reference 78)

Cucumber mosaic Virus Infected Leaves Phenol + 40 C present
during homogenizing
of leaves
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OF INFECTIOUS NUCLEIN ACIDS

Test Sstem Peculiarities* Reference

Virus Species

Leaves of nicotiana Infectiousness circa 2%, Mole- 30, 31,
glutinosa cular Weight of infectious 33, 34

RNS 2 Million, One-Strand
Molecule, RNS

" " Restitution with protein of 29
TV to Virus particle, in-
fectiousness then approx.
70%, RNS

Leaves of vigna sinensis Infectiousness 0.1-1.40, RNS 73

leaves of nicotiana Infectiousness 0.1%. Of the ex- 74
blutinosa traction methods, none yielded

thus far infectious RNS singly

Leaves of brassica Infectiousness 0.1-0.5%, RNS 75

chinensis

Leaves of cucumis satirus Infectiousness circa 1%, RNS 76

Leaves of phasereus Infectiousness circa 5%A RNS 77
vulgaris or nico-
tiana tabacum

leaves of chenopodium Infectiousness 0.1-1.0%, RNS 78
an.pxAr.i calor

Laes of vi.ggna sinensis Infectiousness 50-500%. Irnec- 79
tious RNS probably derives
not only from virus particle,
bunt also from other intra-
cellular material

*Al. quoted percentage values represent the infectiousness of the
isolated naclein acid preparations relative to the virus infec-
tiousness of the base material.
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Viru Speces Base MaterialExtacio Method

Animal and Human-Pathogenic

Mango-Virus Infected Ehrlich- Phenol + 40C
Ascites Tumor
Cells

Encephalonrokarditis- Infected Ascites- Phenol + 40 C
Virus Tumor Cells

Nice-Encephalomyelitis- Infected mice Phenol + 4 0C and
Virus brain + 500 C

rhop

Eastern equine ence- Infected mice Phenol + 4 0C
phalo mwelitis Virus brain or

chicken
embryos

Western equine ence- Purified virus or Phenol + 49C or + 500C
phalov~elitis Virus infected tissue

culture cells

Semliki forest Virus Infected mice Phenol + 40C
brains

Group

West-Nile-Virus Infected Ascites Phenol + 4 0C
Tumor Cells
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Test istem Peculiarities Reference

Virus Species Group Columbia SK

Mice I.e. Tissue Infectiousness circa 0.1%. 35
Culture I 1-Cells, RNS derives from virus par-
hypertonic ticles. Can be precipitated

with 1M-NaCI. First anirml-
pathogenic RNS

Ascites Tumor Cells Infectiousness circa 0.01%. 36
infected with RNS, RNS derives from pre-stage.
then i.p. in mice, Virus particles not extract-
Plaque Test able

Mace RNS derived from pre-stage 37, 39
and from Virus particles.
Cellular DNS has inhibi-
tive effect. Belongs
serologically obviously
to CGlumbia SK Group

Encephalitis A

Mice incubated chicken Infectiousness circa 0.01%. 41, 42
eggs, Plaque Test on RNS derived only from pre-
chicken fibroblasts stage. Virus inactivated

by Athand, RNS not. Molec.
weight of infectious RNS
circa 2 Million

Chicken egg Infectiousness circa 105%. 43, 90
PNS from virus particles
not extractable with cold
phenol

ilce Infectiousness circa 0.1%. 80
Virus inactivated by Dl
RNS not

Encephalitis B

Mice Infectiousness circa 0.1%. 48
RNS from Virus particle
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VirtV s Species Base Material E, raction Method

aurray-Valley-Ence-.9 Infected Nice Phenol + 4 C or 1%
phalitis-Vir-s brain Des "ocholat

Tickborne-Encepha- Phenol + 4 C
lit-s-Virus

Dengue I and II Phenol +4 C

Entero

Politoseitis-Virus Partiaflvy high- Phenol + 4 C and
Type I grade purified + 50 C, Dodecy-

Virus sulphate, cooking
salt

Polionelitis-Virus Infected ZNS Phenol + 4 C
Type II from

Hamsters

Coxacckde A-7, B-4 Virus-containing Phenol + 4 C
and B-5 Virus tissue culture

medium

Coxsackie A-_4 and " " " Phenol + 4 C
B-1 Virus

Echo 1 and 8 " " " Phenol + 4 C

Theiier CU VII Infected mice Phenol + 4 C
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Test System Peculiarities Reference

Fertilized chicken Infectiousness 1.0-0.1%. RNS 46, 47
egg, Mice from Virus. Heat-inactiv.

Virus still yields infec-
tious RNS

Mce Infectiousness 10-k-10-3%. 81
RNS

Young rice Infectiousness 0.001-0.15%. 82
RBS from Virus particles

Viruses

Plaque Test on H. and Infectiousness circa 0.01%. 49, 50
monkey kidney RNS insensitive against 51, 52
cells DNase, Chymotrypsin and

Papain

Mice Infectiousness circa 0.1%. 48
RNS derived from Virus
particle

Plaque Test on H. and Infectiousness circa 0.1-0.01%. 83
human A. cells RNS derived from Virus

particle

Tissue cultures of H., Infectiousness of RNS not cer 84
human A. and other tain: Test system cannot be
cells infected by intact virus

Tissue cultures of H. IrWectiausness circa 0.1-0.01%. 83
and hwmn A. cells ENS derived from ViAs

particle

Mice Infectiousness circa 0.1%. 82
RNS derived from Virus
particle
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Virus Species Base Material -T Extraction Method

Other Small

Virus of the Foot and Infected nice Phenol + 49C
Mouth Disease

Virus of Maul and Infected nice Phenol + 49C
Klaue*euche brain, infected

pork kidney-
tissue cultures

MYvXo-

Influenza A-Virus Infected chicken Phenol + 40C
Asiatic Strain membrane from

chicken egg

Influenza A Enriched virus Ether pre-treat-
ment followed by
Phenol + 40 C

Tumor

Polycma-Virus Infected embryonic Phenol + 40 C, Phenol-
nice tissue Kirby-modification
culture

A papillow.-Virus Infected rabbit Phenol + 40 C
P. Warts Phenol + 500C

"Partiany puzr.- Phenol + 40C
fied Virus Phenol + 500C

Chltorleukemia-Virus Ieukesmia tissue Phenol + 4°C
of infected
mouse
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Tost ,.a. Peculiarities Referenoe

Virus Species

Young nice Infectiousness circa 0.01%. 53P 57
Virus derived from Viruses
and intracellular pro-
stages Mol.-weight 3,1
MBllion

Mce, Plaque Test on Infectiousness 0.01-0.001%. 549, 55,
pork and cattle RNS derived from Virus 56
kid•o cells and pro-stage

viruses

Tissue cultures of Infectiousness uncertain, RNS- 63
chicken kidney progeny of intect. cells not
cells identical with original virus

Incubated chicken RNS progeny serologicafly not 60, 61
egg identical with origiral 62

virus

Viruses

Tissue cultures frm Infectiousness not given. 67 70
embryonic nice coils, First infectious DNS, First for
infected. Modiu. of infectious nuclein acid Kirby 69
this tested in mice from a Tumor Virus

Rabbit skin Infectiousness not certain: 71
DNS my apparently derive
from other mterial than
Virus

"Infectiousness not eerzain: 72
DNS derived from Itr'us
particles

Newborn nice Infectiousness not certain: 85
First infectious RNS from
Tmor Virus
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